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“Digital shadow“ - one's unique set of
digital activities, actions, and
communications that leave a data
trace on the Internet or on a
computer or other digital device and
can identify the particular user or
device.



The actions that form the digital shadow
filling in the profile of the participant in the social 

network
uploading your own photos 

and videos forming a list of friends

subscription to public pages 
and groups posting own publications

"repost" of other person's 
publications on your page

"likes" of other person's 
publications, photo and 

video materials
commenting other person's 

publications
viewing other person's 

publications



The consumer’s portrait is a deep
personality description of the
prominent (typical) segment
representative of the target audience.

Groups of characteristics that form a digital 
portrait of a consumer

socio-demographic psychographic

behavioral geolocation



Socio-demographic characteristics

gender age

occupation education

professional and 
family status income level



Behavioral characteristics

loyalty frequency of use

attitude to the brand 
and product event

consumer status buyer's level of 
readiness



Geolocation characteristics

geography

places

routes



Psychographic characteristics

traits
interests
attitude
beliefs

behavior
habits

way of life
values

cognitive prejudice 



Psychographic characteristics

hobbies

beliefs

interests



The ratio of psychographic characteristics of the "digital 
portrait” and the action performed by the user



The ratio of socio-demographic characteristics of the
"digital portrait" and the action performed by the user



The ratio of behavioral characteristics of the "digital portrait" and the
action performed by the user



The ratio of geolocation characteristics of the "digital portrait" and the
action performed by the user



Conclusions

The widespread digitalization and mass transition to the 
Internet have found reflection both among companies 
and consumers. The aggregate information about the 
consumer is his "digital portrait", formed by combining 
different groups of characteristics, which allows 
specialists to better understand the consumer and his 
interests. Such a portrait is based solely on the analysis 
of information provided by the user himself.
One of the most powerful tools that provide information 
about consumers are social networks that actively 
collect a large pool of information, forming a consumer's 
"digital shadow". Users of these services are active in 
the network, performing many actions from both mobile 
devices and computers.
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